
Abstract: During the first excavation by M. Vasi} at Vin~a in 1908, a defensive ditch was noted in

the south section of the settlement. A part of the same ditch, dug in loess, was also noted in 1934.

The analysis both of the published and a part of the unpublished technical documentation from

the excavations at Vin~a from 1911 to 1934 attempts to define more precisely the time when the

ditch was constructed and the conditions that led to the foundation of a fortified settlement at

Vin~a at the beginning of the Late Neolithic.
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In 1908 Vasi} began his excavations at the eponym site which gives its

name to the Vin~a culture. With some shorter and longer breaks, these excava-

tions continued until 1934, and their most important results were presented in

the four volumes of his major work Prehistoric Vin~a (Vasi} 1932; idem 1936a;

idem 1936b; idem 1936c).

After the initial investigation in 1908, Vasi} (1910: 23) noted a 6–8 m thick

cultural layer created by a long-lived settlement on a 12 m high loess terrace

above the Danube. The reports from these excavations inform us that the earli-

est settlement was characterized by pit-dwellings dug into the loess, above

which there was an original humus layer (ibid.: 26). One of those pit-dwellings

is said to have had quite large dimensions, with the bottom at a relative depth

of 9.5 m. Based on the accompanying documentation, one may conclude that

the pit-dwelling was located in the southern part of the investigated area, in

quadrants A and D, with its limits reaching the upper surface of the original

humus layer (ibid.: T. 7).

During the final stage of his excavations at Vin~a in 1934, Vasi} noted that

“the pit-dwelling of large dimensions” found in 1908 was, in fact, part of a de-

fensive ditch (1948: 99). Then an extension of that ditch was detected in the

south section of excavation trench G. It was marked ditch Q and its limits were

set at the loess level. Since both excavation trenches where the ditch was noted

were 5 m wide, the total length of the excavated section of the ditch was
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slightly less than 10 m. The trench excavated in 1908 and trench G were not

connected. The distance between them is unknown, because no plan of the site

with marked surfaces, i.e. trenches excavated by Vasi}, is available.

The existence of the defensive ditch dug into the loess, which in Vasi}’s

opinion was constructed by the first settlers of Vin~a, poses several questions –

when and why was the ditch constructed, how long was it used (being at the

same time the southern boundary of the settlement), when and why was it

backfilled? The answers to these questions lead us to contemplate the charac-

ter of the settlement whose needs were to be met by the construction of the

ditch. Furthermore, we may look into the possibility that cultural, chronologi-

cal and even ethnic relations at the beginning of the Late Neolithic in the Cen-

tral Balkans should be reconsidered from a different perspective.

In order to get some of these answers we must first investigate the whole

of the excavated area at Vin~a and then define in particular the mutual rela-

tions between the defensive ditch and the pit-dwellings, and the ditch and the

oldest above-ground structures.

To the best of our knowledge, the only attempt to reconstruct the area ex-

cavated between 1908 and 1934 is presented in a paper by Jovanovi}, dealing

with stratigraphy at Vin~a (Jovanovi} 1984). He based his proposal for the re-

construction of the excavated area at Vin~a on the preserved unpublished lay-

outs, and a modest part of the technical documentation published in Vasi}’s

works. Arguing that the ditch noted in 1908 and 1934 was almost the only con-

nection between the area excavated in 1908 and later excavations, Jovanovi}

assumed that, due to intensive erosion by the Danube, the line of the bank in

1933, when the topographical map of the site was presumably made, had

changed considerably in relation to the situation in 1908, when Vasi} began his

excavation. This assumption would further imply that a large section of the site

investigated by Vasi} between 1908 and 1931 must have been destroyed and

presumably had collapsed by 1933, so that the topographical map could show

nothing more than the remaining, considerably smaller section of the already

investigated area (Jovanovi} 1984: 27, sl. 21; Vasi} 1936a: fig. 208). In other

words, he assumed that two thirds of the land leased in 1911 had been de-

stroyed, and that the line of the bank had moved to the southwest by more

than 15 m, which would be the distance between the 1908 excavation trench

and trench G. If this is the case, and taking into account the likely assumption

that the defensive ditch also existed in the collapsed section of the site, the

conclusion that the ditch had stretched at least 25 m along northeast-southwest

line might be drawn (Jovanovi} 1984: sl. 21).

However, our analysis of the positions, dimensions and relations between

the investigated areas, although based on almost the same elements of the

technical documentation, has revealed a somewhat different picture.

It must be stressed that the published material on which we were able to

base our reconstruction of the dimensions and shapes of the investigated areas
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is extremely modest. It consists mainly of: two plans from 1908 (a longitudinal

profile of the excavation trench and bases with the ditch and the pits dug into

the loess subsoil) (Vasi} 1910: T. 7), two plans from 1934 (a layout with the

structures excavated between 1930 and 1934 and the base with the pits dug into

the loess, which were excavated in 1931 and 1934) (idem 1936a: figs. 209–210),

and the topographical map of the area leased in 1933 (ibid.: fig. 208).

The excavation reports show that an area of 40 x 5 m of the land owned by

J. Jovanovi} was investigated in 1908 (Vasi} 1910: 24). Its longer sides were

parallel with the Danube. The only profile which has been published so far co-

mes from these excavations (ibid: T. 7a).

When excavations were renewed in 1911 an area of 1200 m² of the land

owned by @. Simonovi} was leased. It was the highest section of the site and of-

fered the most respectable cultural layer (Vasi} 1932: VII). Here the excava-

tions continued, with some interruptions, until 1931. Unfortunately, there is no

layout showing the relation between this area and the excavation trench from

1908. Furthermore, no plan which could document the excavations conducted

between 1911 and 1931 has ever been published.

The positions, dimensions or appearance of the area leased in 1911 are

not precisely defined anywhere. The preserved yet unpublished layouts, where

the limits of the investigated area are not marked, suggest an area covering

48 x 32 m, or 50 x 30 m, whereas Vasi}, in his report on the excavation in 1912,

mentions the area covering “about 50 x 32 m” (1913: 187). However, more de-

tailed analyses of these layouts, Vasi}’s field diaries and photographs indicate

that the leased plot was not rectangular in shape. This is further confirmed by

the topographic map of the area which was leased in 1933 thanks to funds pro-

vided by C. Hyde. Although it does not show the excavation trench from 1908,

it shows a large section of the previously excavated area (Vasi} 1936a: fig. 208)

and makes it obvious that the recently leased area extended to the already in-

vestigated sections in the west and south (ibid.: 109). The comparison between

the plans from 1911 and 1931 leads us to the conclusion that the picture of the

area investigated between 1911 and 1931, as shown in the topographic map,

does not match the original look of that area, because the line of excavation to-

wards the Danube was changed, especially in the southwestern section. This

does not necessarily mean that the change was caused by river erosion, at least

not exclusively; the way Vasi} organized his excavation is likely to have had an

impact too, since excavations were conducted simultaneously at several loca-

tions (“ditches”) and at different depths.

In 1933 and 1934 the final excavations were conducted on a plot of land

leased in 1933 (ibid.: 110). The location of two excavated trenches (“ditches G

and P”) is clearly identified (ibid.: fig. 208). Two plans showing structures in

trenches G and P and structures excavated in 1930 and 1931 (ibid.: figs.

209–210) were also made in 1934. Both of them, but particularly the layout
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with aboveground structures, clearly indicate that the picture of structures and

areas investigated between 1911 and 1929 is missing.

It has already been said that the preserved technical documentation,

which is housed at the National Museum in Belgrade, the Centre for Archaeo-

logical Research and Archaeological Collection of the Faculty of Philosophy, is

totally disproportionate to the extremely modest size of the material published

in Vasi}’s works on Vin~a (Jovanovi} 1984: 23). Thus, despite the fact that

the documentation from the first excavations has not been preserved, the loca-

tion of the excavation trench in 1908 and its relation to the area leased 1911

were identified thanks to a photograph found in Vasi}’s legacy (pl. I/2) and an

unpublished layout from 1911.

The photograph shows the 1911 excavations and gives insight into Vasi}’s

method of simultaneous work at different depths. The excavation trench from

1908 can be recognized in the same photograph – to the left of the area where

the excavation was in progress in 1911. Identification of the trench, in other

words the profile from 1908, in that photograph is also confirmed by another

photograph of the same trench (pl. I/1), published in Vasi}’s report on the ex-

cavation in 1908 (1910: fig. 1). The photograph and unpublished layout from

1911 show that the trench profile in 1908 and the profile of the “lower ditch”

(the trench nearest the Danube) in 1911 almost formed a straight line, with the

southeast edge of the “lower trench” extending up to the trench from 1908

(fig. 5).

It has already been said that the published documentation offers few ele-

ments which could help in creating a rounded picture of the investigated area

at Vin~a and the relations between the individual trenches (“ditches”) and the

structures found in them. The spatial connection between trenches G and P

and the land leased in 1911 was established on the basis of the published layout

from 1934 (fig. 3) and one of the unpublished plans from 1912 (fig. 4), after

they had been linked to each other. A very characteristic excavation line which

can clearly be distinguished in the 1934 plan also appears in the 1912 plan.

Analysis of Vasi}’s field diaries and the preserved plans supports the assump-

tion that the plan was made after the excavation in 1912 (or close towards the

end of that investigation campaign) and that it shows “the ditches” and marks

the depths reached by the excavation. After the plans were linked and com-

pared to each other and later connected with the excavation trench from 1908,

it was possible to establish a connection for the whole investigated area at

Vin~a (fig. 5). By overlaying the plans, certain discrepancies became visible,

but an absolute congruency cannot be expected when we know that those plans

of the same area were made over an interval of almost 25 years. However, the

plans connected in this way make it possible to define with considerable preci-

sion how large the section of the site which collapsed between 1911 and 1931

was. In addition, the established connection helped to determine the position

and direction along which the defensive ditch stretched and its relation to the
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central part of the settlement. After the spatial link between the excavation

trench from 1908 and the rest of the investigated area was established, we

could see that the line of the bank in the southern section of the site had not

dramatically changed in the period following the initial excavations conducted

by Vasi}. This means that the 1908 excavation trench and trench G lay at a dis-

tance of no more than a few meters from each other (approximately 2 m in the

south, and slightly less than 5 m in the north), and that the length of ditch Q,

which can be comfortably confirmed, was considerably shorter than has been

assumed. At present, based on the two investigated segments of the ditch and

the area lying between them, we may assert that the existence of a ditch 12 m

in length was certainly confirmed. The ditch was clearly perpendicular to the

Danube and stretched, at least in the case of the excavation trenches from 1908

and 1933–1934, along a northeast-southwest line, which implies that the Vin~a

settlement was fortified on its southern side for some time. The direction along
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Fig. 1. Plan and profile of 1908 trench (after Vasi} 1910: T. 7).

Fig. 2. Excavations in 1931 and 1934, plan with the pits (after Vasi} 1936a: fig. 209).



which the ditch may have continued remains unknown. We do not know if the

whole settlement was protected by a ditch either. We may only assume, judging

from the present day appearance of the profile in the north section of the site,

that there was not a defensive ditch on that side, whereas the ditch is still visi-

ble on the south side.

The answer to the question when the ditch was dug seems quite simple.

Although the ditch is not mentioned in the 1908 report, it is obvious that Vasi}

is refering to ditch Q when he writes about a pit with the bottom level at a

depth of 9.5 m, which differed from other pits in that it had considerably larger
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dimensions (1910: 26). In addition, the pits are said to have been dug in loess,

although the trench profile shows that the ditch and at least one pit were dug

from the level of original humus (fig. 1). At that section of the site the thick-

ness of the original humus was 60 cm, and its upper surface lay at a depth of

7 m. If the level from which the ditch had been dug was registered correctly,

the depth of the ditch in the 1908 trench would reach 2.5 m, which is equal to

the width of the ditch rim. The ditch got narrower from the rim downwards

taking a funnel-like shape which ended at the bottom level forming a narrow

15 to 20 cm wide channel (fig. 1).

The other part of the ditch, noted in trench G in 1934 (fig. 2; pl. II/1–2), is

almost identical in shape and dimensions. Vasi} states that the ditch in trench

G was noted at a depth of 9.12 m (1936a: 181). The published details – a

cross-section and the trench profile showing what the ditch looked like – cor-

roborate this claim, but at the same time partly amend it (idem 1936c: fig. 239).

The cross-section of the ditch shows that its rim was at the level of 9.15 m, bot-

tom at 11.08 m and that the depth of the ditch was 1.93 m (Vasi} 1948: 99).

However, the published aspect of the ditch in the profile of trench G

(idem 1936c: fig. 239), which is a detail borrowed from an unpublished profile

of trench G, presents a somewhat different situation. It reveals that the ditch

was not dug from the loess level, i.e. a depth of 9.12 m, but from the upper sur-

face of original humus (pl. II/2). Here original humus appears at a depth of

8.27 m and is 85 cm thick. The rim of the ditch is at a depth of 8.25 m and its

bottom is 10.97 m. Thus, the depth of the ditch at this point is 2.72 m.

The explanation for recording different levels from which the ditch may

have been dug can be found in the already stated assumption that most of the

digging activities at Vin~a were noticed only when the excavations had pro-
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Fig. 5. Reconstruction of the area investigated between 1908 and 1934, with the location of

defensive ditch.



gressed to the loess level, so that the accurate estimation of the depth reached

by digging and the levels from which it had begun do not correspond fully to

the situation recorded in the technical documentation (Koro{ec 1953: 9; Jo-

vanovi} 1960: 11).

Vasi}’s records in the field diary from 1934 confirm this view, at least in

case of ditch Q. The diary entry for August 18, notes pit-dwelling Q in

“Gospava’s ditch, close to the east end” (Vasi} 1934: 62). The relative depth at

which the pit was detected is not stated. Having cleared the pit, Vasi} wrote on

25 August: “At the same spot in Gospava’s ditch, where a cut believed to be a

pit-dwelling was found in 1908, we noted the same cut with almost the same di-

mensions. Its profile, preserved on the ditch wall, begins at the level of the up-

per surface of the original humus.” (ibid.: 75) (The trenches are called ditches

in the field diaries; Gospava’s ditch is trench G, and the ditch wall is the trench

profile).

The different depths at which the rim of the ditch lay in the trench exca-

vated in 1908 (7 m) and trench G (8.25 m), which is at the same time the upper

surface of the original humus in those trenches, resulted from the introduction

of “0-point” (the highest point of the site) in 1911 to the system of vertical

measurement applied to all structures (Vasi} 1936a: 109; Jovanovi} 1984: 29).

The ground where trench G was excavated was lower than 0-point by 1.8 m

(Vasi} 1936a: 110), so that the cultural layer was also thinner there than at the

highest ground level by 1.8 m (Jovanovi} 1960: 11). The unpublished profile

of trench G shows that, in relation to 0-point, the northeast corner of the

trench was 1.4 m lower, and southwest corner 2.2 m lower. This actually means

that the stated value of 1.8 m is in fact their mean value, which conveniently

served as the easiest way to define the approximate relation to 0-point.

The profile undoubtedly shows that the thickness of the cultural layer in

the southern section of trench G was 6.92 m, which corresponds to the thick-

ness of 7.2 m of the cultural layer in the trench excavated in 1908. It is also im-

portant to note that the ground excavated in 1908 was much lower than the

0-point. That point was defined in 1911, when it was noted that the highest

point of the previously investigated area (in 1908) had lain 2.6 m below the

level of the newly established 0-point (Vasi} 1912: 263).

All this clearly indicates that the profiles from 1908 and 1933–1934 match

each other in the most important elements (the thickness of the cultural layer,

the relative depth of the original humus and loess), and in corroborating the

assumption that ditch Q was dug from the upper level of the original humus.

Besides the ditch itself, no other elements of a defensive structure, such as re-

mains of a palisade, were noted (Vasi} 1948: 99). Nevertheless, it seems rea-

sonable to see ditch Q as part of the defensive system of the settlement. We

may also consider the possibility that a rampart, presumably made of earth re-

sulting from digging of the ditch, was later flattened or removed when the ditch

lost its function. On the other hand, the assumption that the ditch was open,
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but filled with water (Jovanovi} 1960: 11) seems less likely. The level of the

loess terrace above the Danube is much higher than the level of the river, so

that it is technically unfeasible to fill the ditch with water from the Danube.

A connection between the ditch and the oldest underground and above-

ground structures at Vin~a can be established in terms of chronology, based on

the fact that it was dug from the upper surface of the original humus layer.

Some stratigraphic indicators imply that the earliest settlement at Vin~a was of

a pit-dwelling type, or in other words that at least some of the pits dug in the

loess were used as dwelling structures (Vasi} 1936a: 8). Since the ditch was dug in

loess, the first settlers at Vin~a are believed to have fortified their pit-dwelling

settlement with a defensive ditch (idem 1938: 362).

The definite line dividing the dug-in structures from the above-ground

structures, which was established in Vasi}’s works in terms of stratigraphy and

chronology (idem 1936c: 3), has rarely been questioned. Thus, the stratigraphic

scheme of Vin~a, based on potentially distinguishable building horizons, con-

nects ditch Q with the pit-dwelling settlement only (Stalio 1984: 35), al-

though Vasi} himself modified and supplemented his remarks on the strati-

graphic positions of the pit-dwellings. He explains that the rims of the pits were

not outlined against the loess surface up to a depth of 9.1–9.3 m below 0-point,

but appeared in the original humus with the upper surface lying at a depth of

8.659 m below 0-point (Vasi} 1951: 35).

Although Vasi} maintains that the 70–75 cm thick layer of original humus

formed above almost horizontal loess (1936a: 8), unpublished profiles show

that loess sporadically appeared at deeper levels and that the humus was in

places thicker than the stated 75 cm. This means that some of the oldest above-

ground structures, with floors noted at depths between 8.50 m and 8.81 m, lay

in the original humus layer (Vasi} 1948: 101; Stalio 1984: 35). With the possi-

bility excluded that any of the pits could have been dug from loess level, the

conclusion that at least some of the pits were contemporary with the first

aboveground structures seems likely (Jovanovi} 1960: 11). Consequently, the

defensive ditch should not be associated in terms of chronology with the

pit-dwellings and pits only, but also with those aboveground structures whose

bases appeared in the humus layer or immediately above it (such aboveground

structures can be seen in unpublished profiles). This means that the ditch, the

rim of which appeared on the upper surface of the original humus, came into

existence at the time when the first aboveground structures were constructed,

or soon after that. The pits and pit-dwellings are likely to have been dug at ap-

proximately the same time.

Although some authors do not accept the possibility of the simultaneous

existence of the pits and the aboveground structures, arguing that there is a

considerable chronological difference even among the very pits (Chapman

1981; Schier 1996), the character of small finds do not corroborate these argu-

ments (Vasi} 1936c: T. 2–15). It has to be noted, though, that the material
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from the pits and layers lying at a depth of 9–8 m has never been published in

detail, which opens the way to various interpretations of their contents and

chronological positions within the existing periodization scheme of Vin~a cul-

ture. However, after an insight into the entire unpublished material kept in the

Archaeological Collection of the Faculty of Philosophy, one gets the impres-

sion that the material in question is homogenous, displaying features which

fully match the definition of the Vin~a-Tordo{ I phase (Gara{anin 1979: 152).

An issue which seems to be closely related is how long the ditch repre-

sented the southern boundary of the settlement or, in other words, when it was

backfilled and lost its defensive purpose. The characteristics of the small finds

discovered in the ditch may offer some answers. The information about the

contents of the ditch is very limited. It is only stated in general terms that the

ditch was filled with “debris and cultural remains”. The conclusion that it was

open to a depth of 7.9 m, and probably later, is based on the characteristics of

one of the figurines found in the ditch (Vasi} 1948: 99; idem 1936b: 8, fig. 23,

24). The field diary from the excavation in 1934 does not provide any further

details. Besides two figurines, “fragments of a human skull, a calcined cornel-

-cherry, a fragment of a bracelet made of fossil shellfish, obsidian” (idem

1934: 65) are noted to be the most important finds in the ditch. The pottery

found in the ditch has never been published, except for one fragment (idem

1936c: fig. 5). However, 57 fragments found in ditch Q (No. 1998, 3195/1–56)

are housed at the Archaeological Collection at present. The finds from the

ditch, like all other finds from Vasi}’s excavation campaigns, are clearly

marked with labels stating a relative depth or a closed unit where they came

from. They bear the label “34jQ1(...14)”, which indicates that they were found

in pit1 Q during the 1934 excavation. Those labels had obviously been written

before Vasi} came to the conclusion that the investigated structure was not a

pit, but a part of a defensive ditch. The number at the end most likely repre-

sents the layer excavated in the ditch. Although small in number, the material

supports Vasi}’s assumption that the ditch was open in the earliest phase of

the settlement, but it also indicates that the ditch was refilled in the subsequent

phase of the settlement development. The pottery from the ditch (pls. III–IV)

can safely be connected to the pottery found in the pit-dwellings in the 9–8 m

layers, based on its typological and stylistic features. It does not exhibit any

later elements which may indicate that the ditch was still open when the layers

above a depth of 8 m were forming.

There is another detail which backs up the thesis that use of the ditch was

short-lived. A profile from 1908 (fig. 1) shows the remains of a house lying 25

cm below the rim of the ditch, which confirms that at that moment the ditch

had already been refilled and the settlement extended beyond the boundary set

by ditch Q.
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A photograph of the profile of trench G supports a similar conclusion (pl.

II/1) (Vasi} 1936a: fig. 211a–b). The remains of a structure which, like in the

1908 trench, “close” the defensive ditch can be seen immediately above the rim

of the ditch. The unpublished profile of trench G, where the remains of the

structure lying above the ditch are not shown, reveals that several other struc-

tures lay almost along the same horizontal plane. The easiest to notice is com-

pact daub – namely a structure at a depth of 8.24 m in the northwest corner of

trench G (Vasi} 1936a: fig. 211b). We may read the following sentence in the

field diary from 1934: “Layers of a rammed-earth structure, or better to say a

backfill can be seen in the cut, in the preserved profile up to the first leveling

clay layer, i.e. above the surface of the original humus” (idem 1934: 76). It is

quite likely that it was a clay layer spread to level the surface above the rim of

the ditch, or a somewhat thinner floor of compacted clay. The unpublished

profile from 1934 does not show all elements noted during the excavation and

recorded in the field diaries. It only shows compact daub. This may be the rea-

son why the layer of compacted clay above the rim of the ditch, which was re-

corded in the photographs and the diary, was not shown in the trench G pro-

file. If we connect the compacted clay above the rim of the ditch to the house

at a depth of 8.24 m in the northwest section of the trench along a horizontal

line, we can draw the conclusion that the ditch was primarily dug to meet the

needs of the oldest settlement. As, in all probability, the loess terrace where

the settlement was founded was not horizontal, we cannot be certain, without a

complete stratigraphic analysis, whether we should accept the existence of one

or two building horizons, as suggested in the stratigraphic classifications of

Vin~a (Koro{ec 1953; Stalio 1984).

Finally, another question, perhaps the most important one for the under-

standing of the character of the earliest settlement at Vin~a, arises: why was a

defensive ditch dug immediately after the settlement had been founded?

Fortified settlements in the region of the Central Balkans are associated

with the Gradac and Late Vin~a culture phases, and what caused this phenom-

enon is mostly known (Gara{anin 1979: 154). This makes it even more difficult

to explain what may have necessitated, in completely different conditions, for-

tification of a settlement in the earliest phase of Vin~a culture.

The existence of the defensive ditch at Vin~a seems likely to change our

ideas about stable communities settling in the Central Balkans towards the end

of the Middle Neolithic and at the beginning of the Late Neolithic. On one

hand, multilayered sites where sometimes the whole of the Vin~a culture’s de-

velopment, or some of its phases, can be followed indicate that the life of those

communities continued under conditions of long-lasting and balanced eco-

nomic and social relations, without strong tensions which would be resolved

through conflict. On the other hand, Vin~a itself, with a cultural layer compris-

ing almost all of the development of the culture, suggests that the beginning of

the Late Neolithic was not a completely stable period.
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In terms of chronology, the final stage of the Star~evo culture and the ini-

tial phase of the Vin~a culture seem almost certain to have overlapped

(Gara{anin 1979: 143; Dimitrijevi} 1979: 258), although we have only a small

number of C14 dates (Tasi} 1998; Schier 1996; Gläser 1991; idem 1996) and no

stratigraphic evidence in support of this view. It is possible that this chronologi-

cal overlap was the source of potential instability, which is confirmed at Vin~a

by the digging of a defensive ditch. The eponym site of the Star~evo culture on

the left bank of the Danube, almost opposite Vin~a, seems likely still to have

been occupied when the settlement at Vin~a was founded. The gap between

the mostly animal breeding communities of the Star~evo culture and communi-

ties of the Vin~a culture, who relied on different subsistence, may have

prompted the digging of the ditch on the south side of the settlement at Vin~a.

The other Late Star~evo settlements in surrounding areas may also have been

perceived as posing a potential threat to the new settlement. This could pro-

vide a clue as to why and when the ditch at Vin~a was backfilled. At the time

when the layers above 8 m were being formed at Vin~a the Star~evo culture

had already disintegrated and the territory of the Central Balkans, where it

had spread in the Middle Neolithic, was occupied by the representatives of the

Vin~a culture. With such an environment, the need for protection of the settle-

ment ceased to exist and consequently the defensive ditch lost its function and

was backfilled.
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DUBRAVKA NIKOLI]

O PROBLEMATICI FORTIFIKACIJE NA VIN^I

Rezime

Iskopavawa eponimnog lokaliteta vin~anske kulture Vasi} je za-

po~eo 1908. Uz nekoliko du`ih i kra}ih prekida, wegova iskopavawa na

Vin~i trajala su do 1934. Prilikom prvih iskopavawa 1908. konstatovan je

odbrambeni rov u ju`nom delu naseqa. Deo istog rova konstatovan je i 1934.

u ju`nom delu sonde G. Postojawe odbrambenog rova ukopanog u les, za koji

Vasi} navodi da su ga napravili prvi stanovnici zemuni~kog naseqa na

21
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Vin~i, otvara nekoliko pitawa: kada i za{to je rov nastao, te koliko dugo

je bio u funkciji (predstavqaju}i istovremeno ju`nu granicu {irewa

naseqa)? Analizom ve} objavqene i dela sa~uvane nepublikovane tehni~ke

dokumentacije sa iskopavawa Vin~e 1911–1934, kao i pokretnih nalaza iz

rova Q (t. I–IV; sl. 1–4) u~iwen je poku{aj da se rekonstrui{e celokupna

istra`ena povr{ina na Vin~i radi preciznog utvr|ivawa polo`aja rova u

odnosu na centralni deo naseqa (sl. 5). Upore|ivawem celokupne rele-

vantne dokumentacije konstatovano je da rov nije ukopan sa nivoa lesa, kako

je Vasi} pretpostavio u nekim radovima, ve} sa gorwe povr{ine prvo-

bitnog humusa. Kako su se u istom sloju nalazili i obodi jama i zemunica,

kao i nekoliko nadzemnih objekata, zakqu~eno je da je rov nastao u isto

vreme ili neposredno posle izgradwe prvih nadzemnih objekata. Pitawe

koliko dugo je rov predstavqao ju`nu granicu naseqa, odnosno kada je rov

zatrpan i time izgubio svoju odbrambenu ulogu, razre{eno je analizom

fotografija i Vasi}evih terenskih skica i dnevnika sa iskopavawa 1934.

Konstatovano je da se neposredno nad obodom rova u sondi G nalazi nabi-

jeni sloj gline (t. II/1), dok rov u sondi iz 1908. „zatvaraju” ostaci nad-

zemnog objekta. Kako na profilima postoji nekoliko objekata koji se

nalaze gotovo u istoj horizontalnoj ravni, moglo bi se zakqu~iti da je u

vreme kada se na Vin~i formira kulturni sloj iznad 8 m odbrambeni rov

bio ve} zatrpan. S obzirom na to da je naseqe na Vin~i osnovano u

najstarijoj fazi vin~anske kulture, odbrambeni rov sugeri{e da po~etak

kasnog neolita na teritoriji centralnog Balkana ne predstavqa sasvim

stabilan period. Delimi~no hronolo{ko preklapawe zavr{ne faze star-

~eva~ke i po~etne faze vin~anske kulture sasvim je izvesno. Mogu}e je da je

takvo stawe na {iroj teritoriji centralnog Balkana tvorilo izvor po-

tencijalne nestabilnosti. Potvrdu takve mogu}nosti za sada pru`a naseqe

na Vin~i, jer se ~ini verovatnim da je, u vreme osnivawa vin~anskog

naseqa, eponimni lokalitet star~eva~ke kulture na levoj obali Dunava,

gotovo prekoputa Vin~e, jo{ uvek bio naseqen. To bi u isto vreme razja-

{wavalo razlog i vreme zatrpavawa rova na Vin~i. U vreme kada se

formiraju slojevi iznad 8 m u Vin~i, teritorija centralnog Balkana koju

je u sredwem neolitu obuhvatala star~eva~ka kultura, u to vreme verovatno

ve} dezintegrisana, naseqena je nosiocima vin~anske kulture. U takvom

okru`ewu nestaje potreba za za{titom naseqa, pa odbrambeni rov gubi

svoju funkciju i biva zatrpan.
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